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O1 Properties introduced new name for Lesnaya Plaza office centre 

Moscow, Russia. September 3, 2014. Investment company O1 Properties, one of the 

largest owners of class A office real estate in Moscow, announces new name of 

Lesnaya Plaza office centre. Now the building will be known as White Stone. The new 

name reflects the vicinity of the office centre with the vibrant business district area 

formed by the White Square and White Gardens office centres, and points at the 

contemporaneity of the building’s architecture and design.  

Renaming of the office centre is part of the complex rebranding of the building. Thus at 

the beginning of 2014, the lobby was completely resigned, the elevators were improved 

and the underground parking at the -2 level was completely renovated. The design 

concept was created by world-famous design bureau Aedas. The lobby was totally 

modified and became lighter and airy due to the light pastel natural materials used in 

the finishing. The reception desk with a rising wall made of light-colored stone has 

become a focal point of the lobby. The pivot space was divided into functional areas for 

leisure and waiting visitors. The large-scale project of renovation of the White Stone 

common areas was prized by the Best Office Awards judges for the best atrium. 

Alexander Ostrovsky, CEO of O1 Properties: “We have made significant investments 

in the project of renovation of the White Stone office centre to bring it into line with the 

current requirements of the largest companies to their offices. The rebranding 

symbolizes a new stage in the building’s life and a higher level of comfort and services 

offered to our tenants”. 

For more information please visit the official web site of the company www.o1properties.ru  
or contact: 

 
Belevtseva Elena  
PR manager 
Phone: +7 495 788 5575 ext.3071 
Mobile: +7 916 619 0625 
Email: pr@o1group.ru 
 

Information about O1 Properties 

O1 Properties is one of the major owners of class A office real estate in Moscow. The company owns and manages a 
portfolio of 13 completed office centers in key business districts of Moscow with the total net rentable area of 
497,000.00 sq.m. The company also runs three development projects. Currently the market value of the company’s 
asset portfolio values USD 4.5 billion. 
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